We study the stationary distributions of the Voter Model in
Steif and Tykesson were more generally interested in the question of what they called Generalized Divide and Color models. In such models the vertices of a graph are partitioned into subsets by a random equivalence relation and then each equivalence class of vertices is given a random colour independently. Examples of this include the Ising and Potts models via the random cluster model and, as we will see, so is the Voter Model through its dual formulation. When the partition is a Bernoulli shift and its elements are finite almost surely then it easy to see that the resulting colouring is also a Bernoulli shift. Steif and Tykesson asked whether there were natural examples where the equivalence classes of the partition are infinite but that the colouring process is nonetheless a Bernoulli shift. The Voter Model provides such an example answering Question 7.20 of [ST17] .
To establish that µ p is a generalized Bernoulli shift on Z d by [Orn70b] it is sufficient to show that it a factor of IID. Then once we show that the measure theoretical entropy of µ p is finite, by the Ornstein Isomorphism Theorem [Orn70a] we get Theorem 1.2. Note that while the results in [Orn70b, Orn70a] are for Z actions, they are generalize to amenable groups (see e.g. [OW87] ).
It is not hard to see that for each t, M t ρ p is a factor of an IID process. Our approach will then be to find a sequence of times t 1 , t 2 , . . ., and couple all of M t 1 ρ p , M t 2 ρ p , . . . together, such that the resulting coupling is also a factor of IID. The coupling will be defined so that almost surely the configuration converges in {0, 1} Z d (in the product topology).
To do so, we consider the dual process of the Voter Model, and interpret M t ρ p as the color process of the random equivalent relations given by coalescing simple random walks, see e.g. [AF02, Section 14 .3] and [ST17, Section 1.3.4]. The coalescing simple random walks can be described as following: at each vertex in Z d we start a continuous time random walker with rate 1, and any two walkers coalesce when they meet at the same vertex. For each t ∈ R + , we define the random equivalence relation ν t as following: for any x, y ∈ Z d , x ∼ y if the walkers starting from x and y coalesce before time t. For every cluster C ∈ ν t , we take η t (C) = Bern(p) independently, and let η t (x) = η t (C) for each x ∈ C. Then {η t (x)} x∈Z d is the color process of ν t , and is distributed as M t ρ p .
For t ∈ R + , all the ν t are defined in the probability space of the coalescing simple random walks. A naive way of coupling M t ρ p for different t is to simply color each cluster in ν t at each time independently. However, in this way, for fixed x ∈ Z d , η t (x) is i.i.d. for all t, thus M t ρ p does not strongly converge as t → ∞.
Our approach is to construct M t ρ p inductively. Specifically, we take a sequence of times t k = 2 k for integers k ≥ 0. For each k ≥ 0, given the coalescing simple random walks up to time 2 k , and a coloring of the remaining walkers, we construct random walks from these walks to time 2 k+1 . The constructed walks are not independent simple random walks any more, but favoring the event that walkers of the same color coalesce. Nonetheless, when we average over the whole process it will still have the correct distribution.
In particular, the construction shall satisfy the following requirements. First, it is a factor of IID. Second, if the coloring of the walkers at time 2 k are i.i.d Bern(p), then the marginal distribution of the constructed walks is the same as that of coalescing simple random walks up to time 2 k+1 . Moreover, the coloring of the walkers at time 2 k+1 will be close to i.i.d. Bern(p) in a sense we will make quantitative. Finally we recolour a small fraction of the vertices to make it i.i.d. For each k, the construction produces a coupling between the colorings of the walkers at each 2 k such that almost surely each walker changes its color only finitely many times. We thus get almost sure convergence of the coupled color processes, or M 2 k ρ p , as k → ∞ and the limit process is a factor of IID.
From now on we fix d ≥ 3 and p ∈ [0, 1]. In this section we describe the construction of the coupling at each step, between two times. Each vertex will be given a set of randomness, both an IID collection of random walks and an IID sequence of uniform random variables with which to build the factor of IID. We start by formally defining these spaces.
Definition 2.1. For t ∈ R + , we denote W t to be the subspace of all left continuous functions from We aim at constructing a measurable, translation invariant function F t : P × Q t → R t , where
Now we explain this function and the spaces involved here. Suppose we run coalescing walks on Z d to time t 0 , and color each walker. The positions and coloring of these walkers are represented by a point in the space P. For Q t , we make it the probability space of an IID process. To achieve this, we define a probability measure on it as following. Definition 2.2. We define a measure W t on the space W t , as given by a continuous time simple random walk on Z d with rate 1 starting from 0. We will use W ∼ W t to denote that W is such a simple random walk. We equip each W t in Q t with W t , and each [0, 1] with the uniform measure. The measure on Q t is simply the product measure.
From the positions and coloring of the walkers and the IID process, we construct coalescing paths (i.e. two walkers coalesce upon meet) from time t 0 to time t 0 + t. This is represented by a point in S × W Z d t . We also color each cluster in the constructed paths, and represent the coloring by a point in C. The function F t will be defined to map the positions and coloring of the walkers and the IID process to such coalescing paths and coloring.
Representations for coalescing paths and coalescing simple random walks
We now introduce some notation to map from a set of random walk paths from disjoint starting vertices, to construct a set of coalescing paths. When the paths are indexed by the natural numbers one could sequentially construct the coalescing paths by adding them one at a time starting from the first vertex such that when a new walk hits an existing one it coalesces and follows that path. But when the set of initial set of vertices is infinite there is no translation invariant way to choose the first vertex. In the following subsections we describe how to construct coalescing random walks in a translation invariant way. We begin with the simpler case of sets of vertices that do have an ordering.
Definition 2.3. An index set is either ∅, or {1, . . . , k} for some k ∈ Z + , or Z + . For any index set I and t ∈ R + , a family of paths {P i } i∈I ∈ W I t is said to be coalesce-able, if for any x ∈ Z d , x ∈ P i ([0, t]) for at most finitely many i ∈ I. When the walks are independent random walks with distinct starting points the walks will be coalesce-able almost surely. We say that the walks are coalescing, if it is coalesce-able, and for any
. Put another way, once paths are in the same location at some time t ′ , they follow the same path at all later times.
We describe a construction of coalescing paths (from coalesce-able paths) by adding paths one after another. We can add a path to a family of coalescing paths by finding the first time the new path hits one of the existing paths and then following that trajectory thereon.
Definition 2.4. For t ∈ R + , coalescing paths {P i } i∈I ∈ W I t with some index set I, and another P ∈ W t , we define the joining of P into {P i } i∈I as following. Denote
. Such i h exists (unless t h = h) because there are only finitely many i such that P i h ever visits lim t ′ ↓t h P (t ′ ). Let
By iterating this joining operation, one can join a countable family of coalesce-able paths into a existing family of coalescing paths, or build a family of coalescing paths from scratch. Note that we are assuming the index set comes with an ordering.
Definition 2.5. Take index sets I 1 , I 2 , coalescing paths {P 1,i } i∈I 1 , and a coalesce-able family of paths {P 2,i } i∈I 2 . We construct coalescing paths inductively, by joining the paths in {P 2,i } i∈I 2 one by one to the existing family {P 1,i } i∈I 1 . We let
for each i ∈ I 2 , i > 1. We will write L {P 2,j } j∈I 2 ;i in the case that I 1 is the empty set and we are only coalescing {P 2,i } i∈I 2 .
Remark 2.6. These constructions are measurable as functions from W
If for each i ∈ I 2 , we take W x i ∼ W t independently, and take
is distributed as coalescing simple random walks and the distribution does not depend on the order of joining the paths. Furthermore, J {Wx j +x j } j∈I 2 →{P j } j∈I 1 ;i i∈I 2 is distributed as coalescing simple random walks, conditioned on a set of existing walkers {P i } i∈I 1 with the recursive joining operation corresponds to revealing the paths one after another.
Definition 2.7. Take index set I 1 and coalescing paths {P i } i∈I 1 . For any S ⊂ Z d , take W x ∼ W t independently for each x ∈ S. Let {x i } i∈I 2 be any iteration of S, for some index set I 2 . Define W t,S,{P i } i∈I 1 to be the measure on W S t , given by J {Wx j +x j } j∈I 2 →{P j } j∈I 1 ;i x i ∈S ; and W t,S to be the measure on W S t , given by L {Wx j +x j } j∈I 2 ;i x i ∈I 2 .
Construction by groups
To make our construction translation invariant, we need to coalesce random walks locally. This requires the initial locations to be sparse.
Definition 2.8. For any t ∈ R + , S ⊂ Z d , and paths
The paths {P x } x∈S are said to be a non-percolate family for S, if the graph (S, E (S, {P x } x∈S )) contains no infinite connected component. Now for each x ∈ S, we let W x ∼ W t independently. When S is infinite, it is said to be t-sparse, if almost surely, {W x + x} x∈S is a non-percolate family for S.
We show that there are many such sets.
Proposition 2.9. Let S ⊂ Z d be a random set from site percolation where each vertex is in S independently with probability p. Then there exists δ(t) > 0 such that if p < δ(t) then S is t-sparse almost surely.
Proof. Take W x ∼ W t independently for each x ∈ Z d . It suffices to consider the probability of the event, where 0 ∈ S, and the connected component of 0 in (S, E (S, {W x + x} x∈S )) is finite. Let R ∈ Z + , we consider the probability where 0 is connected to some x ∈ S, x 1 > R, and we show that this probability decays to zero as R → ∞. Actually, it is bounded by
For each x ∈ Z d , and any r ∈ Z + , we have that
where
We first consider the case where R = 1. We have
By Lemma 2.10 below, we know that
, we have
By (2.10), we have
This implies that (2.6) (thus (2.5)) decays to zero as R → ∞, and our conclusion follows.
Lemma 2.10. Let t ∈ R + , W 0 ∼ W t , and let R 0 be defined as in the proof of Proposition 2.9. Then for any m ∈ Z + ,
there must be at least r jumps; thus we have
, where K is a Poisson random variable with rate t. Thus we get
so our conclusion follows.
Now we give an alternative construction of coalescing simple random walk, for sets that are t-sparse by resolving each connected component of the graph (S, E (S, {W x } x∈S )) individually as by construction they will not affect each other. This means that rather than indexing the entire infinite set S, it is enough to have an ordering on each of the finite components which can be done simply in a translation invariant way.
Definition 2.11. Take index set I and coalescing paths {P i } i∈I . Let S ⊂ Z d be t-sparse with total ordering ≺ and a non-percolate family {P x } x∈S ∈ W S t for S. For any connected component of the
When one takes {P x } x∈S to be simple random walks, this construction gives the measure on coalescing simple random walks.
Biased coupling of paths and coloring
In this subsection we will give an explicit construction the coupling of F t : P t × Q t → R t for some t > 0. Our aim will be that for an initial coloring C ∈ C chosen according to a product measure on some set S ∈ S ⊂ Z d , the proportion of vertices x ∈ S whose colour after time t changes will be small.
For
, v x )} x∈Z d be sampled from Q t , the additional randomness that we will use to build the construction. We will construct S ∈ S,
t , and C ∈ C, and define the function
Our construction for S, {P x } x∈Z d , C will only be done for a full measure subset of C × Q t , where the measure on C is ρ p,S , defined as following: ∀x ∈ S, C(x) = 1 with probability p independently, and C(x) ≡ 0 for each x ∈ S.
In order to resolve the problem of ordering, we split the vertices of S into M random groups, each of which will be almost surely t-sparse and construct the ordering in each group sequentially. So the first step is to take M := max{δ(t) −1 , t 2 } , where δ(t) is given by Proposition 2.9. The groups are defined as G l := x ∈ S : vx M = l for 0 ≤ l < M and each G l is t-sparse by Proposition 2.9 almost surely. We then construct the paths for walkers in each G l sequentially. Finally to apply the construction from Definition 2.11 we will need a total ordering ≺ on Z d which we define to be the dictionary order by coordinates which is translation invariant.
We start with the group G 0 . Almost surely, {W x,1 + x} x∈G 0 is a non-percolate family for G 0 , and we assume that this is indeed the case for our choice of {(W x,1 , v x )} x∈Z d . Using the ordering ≺, we can take
;x for each x ∈ G 0 . For each y ∈ {P x (t) : x ∈ G 0 }, there are only finitely many x ∈ G 0 with P x (t) = y; we denote ϕ(y) to be the smallest one (in the ordering ≺), and we let C(y) := C(ϕ(y)).
For each l ≥ 1, denoteG l := l−1 i=0 G i to be the union of the earlier groups and Y l := {P x (t) : x ∈ G l } the endpoints of their paths. Given the construction of the paths {P x : x ∈G l } and a coloring C(y) for each endpoint y ∈ Y l we define the construction from G l .
Fix x ∈ G l . We could just choose a random walk from x and let it coalesce with the already defined paths. But this would lead to too large a probability that C(x) = C(P x (t)). Instead we construct a biased random walk starting from x, such that it is more likely to coalesce into a path with the same color as x but such that the after averaging over all colorings C, the law of the walks is still given be coalescing simple random walks.
Recall that for each x ∈ S we have a sequence of random walks W x,m for each m ∈ Z + . Let y x,m := J Wx,m+x→{P x ′ } x ′ ∈G l (t) if the endpoint is in Y l , and y x,m := Ξ otherwise, where Ξ is just a notation. We wish to pick m * (x) such that C(y x,m * (x) ) = C(x) with as high a probability as possible, such that the marginal law of W x,m * (x) is still a simple random walk. For a simple random walk W ∼ W t and y ∈ Y l , we denote the probability that a simple random walk starting from x coalesce into y given
and denote the remaining probability as J x,Ξ := 1 − y∈Y l J x,y , which is the probability that a simple random walk starting from x does not hit any existing path. Our construction will map each element of Y l {Ξ} to a segment of the unit interval of length J x,y . These intervals will be arranged according to a new total ordering ≺ x on the set Y l {Ξ} that puts the elements with C(y) = 0 at the beginning, Ξ in the middle and those with C(y) = 1 at the end. More precisely, for any y, y ′ ∈ Y l with C(y) = 0 and C(y ′ ) = 1, we set y ≺ x Ξ ≺ x y ′ ; and for y, y ′ ∈ Y l with C(y) = C(y ′ ),
we let y ≺ x y ′ iff y ≺ y ′ . Then the interval for any y ∈ Y l {Ξ} is
This is illustrated by Figure 1 . Now for each m ∈ Z + , we define
which is uniform A yx,m given y x,m . Since the lengths of A y are proportional to P[y x,m = y] the after averaging over W x,m , the marginal distribution of w x,m is uniform in [0, 1). We now choose m * (x), so that the marginal distribution of w x,m * (x) is still uniform in [0, 1), but biased when conditioned on C(x). We let
We have an immediate result of the paths W x,m * (x) .
Lemma 2.12. Let C ∼ ρ p,S . Conditioned only on S, {v x } x∈Z d , and {P x } x∈G l , we have that the distribution of W x,m * (x) for each x ∈ G l is given by W t , and is independent of each other.
Proof. Let W ∼ W t and u ∈ [0, 1] uniformly random. We set
where t denote the measure of W conditional on w ≥ 1 − p. We note that w is uniformly distributed on [0, 1], so we have that
For each x ∈ G l , conditioned on m * (x) and C(x) = i, the law of W x,m * (x) is then given by W (i) t , for i ∈ {0, 1}. As C(x) = 1 and C(x) = 0 has probability p and 1 − p respectively, we have that the law of W x,m * (x) is then given by W t . Finally, the independence just follows from the conditional independence of C(x) and {W x,m } ∞ m=1 for each x ∈ G l .
We then construct coalescing paths on G l , using paths {W x,m * (x) } x∈G l and the same method as G 0 . By Lemma 2.12, {W x,m * (x) + x} x∈G l is a almost surely a non-percolate family for G l . Using the order ≺, we take
there are only finitely many x ∈ G l with P x (t) = y; we denote ϕ(y) to be the smallest (in the ordering ≺) such that P x (t) = y, and we let C(y) := C(ϕ(y)).
Finally, by sequentially processing each G l , l = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, we have constructed P x for each x ∈ S. We let S := {P x (t) : x ∈ S}, then we have also defined C(y) for each y ∈ S. For each x ∈ S, let P x ≡ x; and for each y ∈ S, let C(y) = 0. This completes the definition of F t . For each S ⊂ Z d , if C ∼ ρ p,S , the walks have the following properties:
• The walks {P x } x∈S are distributed as coalescing random walks from S.
• The colors at the endpoints are given by the product measure C ∼ ρ p,S .
The first point follows by fact thatJ produces coalescing random walks when the input is independent random walks which is satisfied by Lemma 2.12. For the second point we note that ϕ(y) for all y ∈ S are mutually different; then each C(ϕ(y)) = 1 with probability p independently, and C ∼ ρ p,S .
Finally we conclude with an analysis of the probability that C(x) = C(P x (t)), for each x ∈ Z d . The bound is given by considering the probabilities of random walks intersecting in different ways.
Definition 2.13. For t ∈ R + , and paths P 1 , P ′ 1 , . . . , P k , P ′ k ∈ W t , let
Proposition 2.14. Given S ⊂ Z d , and suppose that C ∼ ρ p,S . Then for each x ∈ S, we have
, (2.22)
Proof. Let l ∈ Z, 0 ≤ l ≤ M − 1, and x ∈ G l . First observe that when C(x) = C(P x (t)), either x is not an isolated point in the graph
We start by considering the probability of the event where x is not an isolated point in the graph
By Lemma 2.12, W x ′ ,m * (x ′ ) , W x,m * (x) ∼ W t independently, and is independent of the event x ′ ∈ G l . We can then bound (2.23) by
The summation in (2.24) is precisely the expected number of locations visited by a rate 2 simple random walk in time [0, t]; thus (2.24) is bounded by 2tM −1 ≤ 2t −1 . We then consider the probability of the event
When y x,m * (x) = Ξ, this event does not hold. Suppose that y x,m * (x) = Ξ, denote
(2.25)
Then C(y x,m * (x) ) = 1 precisely means that w x,m * (x) > 1 − b x,1 . Thus
For the same reason,
We note that w x,m * (x) is uniform on [0, 1], so
where we used that conditioned on {v
and C(y ′ ) are independent for any y = y ′ ∈ Y l . Then we have that
where W ∼ W t ; and then y∈Y l J 2 x,y can be bounded by
For any x 1 , x 2 ∈ S, we have {P x 1 , P x 2 } ∼ W t,{x 1 ,x 2 } . When x 1 = x 2 ∈ S, we have
When x 1 = x 2 , by analyzing how simple random walks from x coalesce with P x 1 , P x 2 , we have
By plugging (2.32) and (2.34) into (2.31), we have
where we used symmetry between x 1 , x 2 , and between W 3 , W 4 . The three coalescing events are visualized in Figure 2 . This establishes (2.22).
Sequential construction and convergence of measures
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. We couple M 2 k −1 ρ p for all k = 0, 1, . . ., using the functions
defined in Section 2. The coupling is defined as follows. We consider the probability space C × ∞ k=1 Q 2 k−1 , where the measure on C is ρ p . We sample
, v x,k )} x∈Z d ,k∈Z + from this space, and let S 0 := Z d . For each k ∈ Z + , we let
For each x ∈ Z d and k ∈ Z + , we then defineP x,k as the concatenation of the collection of paths
With this construction, the pathsP x,k are distributed as coalescing random walks for time 2 k −1. The law of D k (x) is given by a product measure with density p over the components of the coalescing paths {P x,k } x∈Z d and so has law M 2 k −1 ρ p . What remains is to prove that D k (x) converges almost surely as k → ∞ for each x ∈ Z d which we prove in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. For each x ∈ Z d , almost surely we have
We first prove Theorem 1.2 assuming Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 3.1, almost surely, as k → ∞, D k (x) converges for each x. Letting the limit be D(x), then almost surely D k → D in C (in the product topology), and the measure of D must be µ p , the weak limit of
This means that the probability space (C, µ p ) is a factor of C × ∞ k=0 Q 2 k−1 , an IID process on Z d ; thus it is (isomorphic to) a generalized Bernoulli shift by [Orn70b] and [OW87] .
Finally, for C = {0, 1} Z d with translations, the topological entropy is log 2, thus by a variational principle, the measure theoretical entropy of (C, µ p ) is upper bounded by log 2. This implies that it is (isomorphic to) a Bernoulli shift (with finite state space) by [Orn70a] and [OW87] .
It remains to prove Proposition 3.1. We will control the probability that D k (x) = D k+1 (x), for each k ∈ Z ≥0 and x ∈ Z d . We need some basic properties of the set S k for this.
Lemma 3.3. For any mutually different a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ Z d , we have that
and
We prove (3.3) first. It suffices to show that P[a 2 ∈ S k |P 0,k ] ≤ P[a 2 ∈ S k ], for any pathP 0,k withP 0,k (2 k − 1) = a 1 . Conditioned onP 0,k , from its construction the law of
. We have
where we used that
has the same law as
. Then we prove (3.4), using a similar method. For ι = 2, 3, denote i ι to be the smallest positive integer such thatP x iι ,k (2 k − 1) = a ι , and i ι = ∞ if no such number exists. It suffices to prove that, for any j 2 ∈ Z + ,
Then by summing over j 2 ∈ Z + , and using symmetry between a 2 , a 3 , we get that
Then we get (3.4) by applying (3.3) to the right hand side. We note that the event
, so (3.7) is implied by
, and any pathP 0,k withP 0,k
is the same as
. Then we have
, (3.10) thus
has the same law as {P x i+j 2 } ∞ i=1 , the right hand side of (3.11) is bounded by
. Thus we get (3.9).
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Without loss of generality we assume that x = 0. For each k ∈ Z ≥0 , denote v k :=P 0,k (2 k − 1), and we consider
, (3.12)
where W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 ∼ W 2 k independently. By translation invariance and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can bound the unconditioned probability
. (3.13) By Lemma 3.2 and 3.3, for any x 1 = x 2 ∈ Z d , with x 1 , x 2 = 0, we have
where λ is the constant in Lemma 3.2. By plugging (3.14) and (3.15) into (3.13), summing over x ′ , and using Proposition A.3, we can bound (3.13) by
where κ d is a constant relying only on dimension d, and is defined in Definition A.1. Thus we have that
and (3.2) holds almost surely.
A Bounds for simple random walks
In this appendix we prove some bounds about simple random walks, which are used in the main text. We start with some preliminaries.
Definition A.1. Take simple random walk W : R ≥0 → Z d , i.e. W | [0,t] ∼ W t for any t ∈ R + . We denote the transition probability as T t x := P[W (t) = x], for any x ∈ Z d , t ∈ R + . As a classical result, we can take a constant κ d (> 1), relying only the dimension d, such that for any t ∈ R + , and
Definition A.2. Let B := {x ∈ Z d : x 1 = 1}. For any t ∈ R + and P ∈ W t , let P ∨ be its right continuous limit, i.e. P ∨ (t ′ ) = lim ∆t↓0 P (t ′ + ∆t) for any t ′ ∈ [0, t), and P ∨ (t) = P (t).
The following proposition is about estimates on meeting probabilities of two or three independent random walks, and is used in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proposition A.3. For any t ∈ R + , and W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 ∼ W t independently, we have
We need to bound
We have that
By the definition of T 1,x , we have 
